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Welcome to Anivi Tech, where engineering solutions come to life through automation. Our tagline, 'Automate 

your Engineering solutions with Anivi tech,' encapsulates our core ethos: Automation for optimization. You 

build, we automate.

Delve into the realm of cutting-edge engineering solutions tailored to your business needs. Our dynamic and 

youthful team embraces a tech-rst approach to optimise your operations. Recognizing technology's 

disruptive potential, we harness state-of-the-art innovations to fuel your growth.

Based in Talawade MIDC Pune, Maharashtra, Anivi Tech Engineering is a beacon of innovation. Our 

unwavering commitment to excellence propels us to deliver a spectrum of advanced engineering solutions. 

From Automation line xtures to Material handling solutions to Precision gauges & tools, we cater to diverse 

industries: Automobile, Foundries, Pharmaceutical, Electronics ,Agriculture, medical ,chemical and Food.

Service offerings: 

     1. Automation line xtures

     2. Material handling solutions 

     3. Indexable cutting tools

Automation Line Fixtures: 

Transform intricate manufacturing processes into seamless automation. This synergy empowers VMC and 

other machinery to produce rapid, awless results. With over 300 successfully completed xtures spanning 

industries such as automobiles, heavy fabrication, food, agriculture, and plastics, our expertise is 

unparalleled.

 Welding Fixtures: Precision boom arm welding solutions.

 Checking Fixtures: Ensure child safety with force checking xtures.

 Assembly Fixtures: Streamline assembly processes.

 BIW Fixtures: Elevate Body in White assembly techniques.

Welding Fixtures

Checking Fixtures Hydraulic Fixtures

Checking GuageBIW Fixtures
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Material Handling Solutions: 

Elevate industrial handling, material conveying, and lifting. Our 

solutions epitomise robust design, swift accessibility, and efciency, 

with advantages that include effortless transportation and easy 

access to products/materials.

Conveyor Systems: 

Ranging from 50g to 5000 kg capacity, facilitate seamless material 

movement in industries like automotive, agriculture, electronics, food 

processing, pharmaceuticals, and more. Choose from options like 

belt conveyors, heavy roller conveyors, pallet conveyors, powerized 

roller conveyors, gravity roller conveyors, and more.

Jib Cranes: 

Enhance material handling with overhead lifting precision. Our 

compact and robust jib crane solutions cater to diverse industries, 

enabling both repetitive and unique lifting needs.

Wall-Mounted Jib Cranes: Space-saving solutions.

Articulating Jib Cranes: Flexibility meets functionality.

Pillar-Mounted Jib Cranes: Efcient handling at its nest.

Industrial Manipulators: 

Seamlessly control and lift materials with precision. Our industrial 

manipulators, guided by skilled operators, ensure safe and efcient 

material handling for even the heaviest loads.

Pillar-Mounted Manipulators: Rigid solutions for controlled lifting.

Overhead Trolley-Mounted Manipulators: Elevate material handling 

possibilities.

Scissor lift: 

A scissor lift is a portable ,hydraulic -powered platform that usually 

moves vertically. Mechanism to achieve this is the use of linked , 

folding supports in a criss-cross ‘ X ‘ pattern.
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Indexable cutting tool:

Providing solutions on boring bar for VMC & HMC , indexable cutting tools, engineering manufacturing 

excellence and machined components.

PRODUCT RANGE:

Micro Boring unit ( MBU 16, MBU 20, MBU 22, MBU 32)

Boring tools (For VMC, HMC & SPM)

Milling cutters 

Combination tool

Indexable end mill

U DrillCore drill

Spot facing cutter

T slot cutter 

Side & face cutter 

Radius cutter 

Why choose us ??

Our team of highly skilled young engineers is dedicated to crafting high-quality, in-house machining  set up , 

cost-effective solutions tailored to your exact requirements. Whether conceptualising,designing, fabricating, 

or executing intricate engineering projects, we exceed expectations, fostering success.

At Anivi Tech, we redene possibilities by fusing engineering expertise with cutting-edge automation. Your 

growth is our mission; join us on this journey to engineer success.

Corporate ofce:
Gat no 264, Jyotiba Nagar, Talawade, Pune 412114

Mob.: +91 99 6060 8858 

info@anivitech.com  | www.anivitech.com
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